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A Constraint-Based Inference System for Satisfying Design
Constraints
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We propose an efficient algorithm for the purpose of satisfying a wide range of design
constraints represented with equality and inequality equations as well as production rules. The
algorithm employs simulated-annealing and a production rule inference engine and works on
design constraints represented with networks. The algorithm fulfills equality constraints through
constraint satisfaction processes like variable elimination while taking into account inequality
constraints and inferring production rules. It can also reduce the load of the optimization
procedure if necessary. We demonstrate the implementation of the algorithm with the result on
machine tool design.
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1. Introduction

The concept of a CAD system has progressively
developed from a sophisticated drawing board
into that of a design system that is capable of
assisting designers throughout the design process.
A recent CAD concept is the-so-called intelligent
CAD. Since a design process usually can't be
completed in a few steps, the amount of design
knowledge such intelligent CAD systems have to
manage is inevitably huge (Zeiler, 1992). As a
result, studies on intelligent CAD focus on how
to represent and infer design knowledge effective
ly (Cha et al., 1993; Cha et aI., 1994; Cha et al.,
1998).

To manage the design knowledge, rule-based
inference, object-oriented concept, constraint
programming techniques and data-handling tech-
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niques are studied and applied (Feng & Kusiak,
1995; Young et al., 1991). Among such tech
niques, constraint-programming techniques, in
which design processes are considered as con
straint satisfaction processes, have the advantage
of declarative design knowledge expression
(Murtagh & Masamichi, 1991; Yokoyama &

Sazuka, 1990; Yoshihik, 1991). If knowledge is
expressed declaratively, designers can handle
massive data and access the data in a flexible,
multi-perspective way. The constraint network is
a collection of knowledge that is represented as
constraints and connected by common variables
(Serrano & Gossard, 1992; Thornton, 1993). In
this paper, to manage various types of design
knowledge, we have used constraint networks that
are mainly used to manage equations,

When networks are used, representation and
transformation, in particular, of design knowl
edge like equations are relatively easy. But if the
equations to be satisfied have inequality con
straints or they are under-constrained, it is not
easy to perform constraint satisfaction completely.
Furthermore, to represent knowledge of design
objects properly, production rules are sometimes
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involved inevitably (Rich & Knight, 1992). Since

such cases are frequently met in designing, a new

algorithm is needed to overcome the situations

mentioned. Until now, when the knowledge is

inequality-constrained, the system turns over con

trol to human designers. When the knowledge is

under-constrained, the system uses extra optim

ization programs. When production rules are

included in the knowledge, the system uses extra

rule inference programs. Such systems inevitably

have problems of inefficiency in supporting

design processes and of burdening human

designers with more work to do.

In this study, we propose a new constraint

satisfaction algorithm that broadens the previous

research work. As a knowledge representation

method, we use networks that involve not only

constraints such as equalities and inequalities but

also production rules. It also fuses SA (simulated

annealing; one of the powerful optimization al

gorithms) and the production rule inference to

current constraint-based constraint propagation

and the variable elimination method. This new

algorithm can increase the efficiency of constraint

satisfaction processes for several reasons: it

reduces the load on optimization procedures and

it performs production rule inferences, constraint

satisfaction processes - such as constraint propa

gation and variable elimination - and the optim

ization process with SA simultaneously.

To show the effectiveness of the proposed con

straint satisfaction algorithm, we implement an

inference engine and insert the engine into the

intelligent CAD system for machine tools design.

In this study, the intelligent CAD system im

plemented is used to design basic structures of

machining centers as an example.

2. Existing Methods to Represent and
Satisfy Constraints

2.1. Constraint networks

2.1.1 Representation of design objects with
constraint networks

Intelligent CAD systems must be able to store a

huge amount of design knowledge for whole

design processes and must be able to take human

designers' place in design work and design

supporting work. Accordingly, the representation

methods for intelligent CAD systems must be

standardized and efficient. To insure adequacy of

the knowledge representation methods for such

systems, the following four properties are needed

(Rich & Knight, 1992):

• Representational adequacy: the ability to

represent all kinds of knowledge that are needed

in that domain;

• Inferential adequacy: the ability to manipu

late the representational structures in such a way

as to derive new structures corresponding to new

knowledge inferred from the old ones;

• Inferential Efficiency: the ability to incorpo

rate into the knowledge structure that can be used

to focus the attention of inference mechanisms in

the most promising directions;

• Acquisitional efficiency: the ability to

acquire new information easily. The simplest case

involves direct insertion, which put into a new

knowledge into the database by a person;

As an adequate knowledge representation

method, the constraint based representation

method has been used in many fields of engineer

ing design involving the CAD system. Constraint

based representation methods were used in elec

tric circuit analysis at the beginning; after some

studies on knowledge representation with con

straints (Murtagh & Masamichi, 1991; Serrano &

Gossard, 1992; Young et aI., 1991; Cha et al.,

(993), networks have been used in implementing

design support systems.

Constraints provide an attractive way to repre

sent many problems in AI; they provide a declara

tive formalism where one specifies what things

should be without how to achieve this goal

(Frornont & Sriram, 1992). In other words, with

declarative representation, each design variable

can play the same role without reforming and

redefining constraints. For example, a design

constraint "F'(a, b, c) =0" of design variables

"a", "b" and "c" can be constraints of other forms

"a=f1 (b, c)", "b=t~(a, c)" or "c=f3(a. b)".
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, D + E - 8 =:1-0

8:constriant node
: attribute node

Fig. 1 A Simple example of the constraint network

Consequently, implementation or management of
database systems and knowledge management
systems can be considerably more easily facilitat

ed using constraint representation methods. The
constraint network is a graphical representation
method of constraint representation as shown in
Fig. 1. It shows a simple example of representing
simple constraints. Here, circular nodes are attrib

utes, square nodes are constraints, and arcs are
their relations.

Some merits of using constraint networks are as
follows. First, by virtue of declarative knowledge

representation, usage of constraints can be flex
ible and effective. Consequently, the systems of
constraint-based network can manage knowledge
at low cost . Second, the systems can permit easy
intervention of designers to implement inference
systems that infer through human-computer inter

actions, and to introduce empirical knowledge or
extra inference processes. Last, constraint satisfac
tion speed and accuracy are comparatively high
(Cha et al., 1998; Serrano & Gossard. 1992;

Thornton, 1993).

2.1.2 Constraint propagation and variable
elimination

Previously, research has been performed to
satisfy constraints that are represented with net
works. The constraint propagation method

proposed by Sussman G. J. & Steel G. L., Borning
A., Murtagh N. & Shimura M. et al. is fit for
intelligent CAD systems, but the constraint prop
agation method alone is not enough to solve
problems when they are under-constrained or
they involve closed-loops. To solve closed-loops

of constraint networks, Serrano D., Fromont B. &

Sriram D. et al. suggested to introduce optimiza
tion methods for the case when propagation is not

(a) When the close-loop is removed by user-defined
variables

(b) When the closed-loop is found on constraint net
work

Fig. 2 Constraint satisfaction in constraint network

enough, but the number of variables for optimiza
tion can't be reduced completely. As another
method to solve closed-loops, Kawamura T.,

Ohwada H. & Mizoguchi F. et al. introduced the
variable elimination method, but it cannot give
transparency and flexibility to intelligent CAD
systems. Recently, Cha et al. proposed a new
algorithm that can solve closed-loops and non

linear problems by constraint propagation and
variable elimination, and that represents complex
design objects by modularization (Cha et al.,
1993; Cha et al., 1994).

We use the algorithm that Cha et al. proposed
as a basic constraint satisfaction method. The
constraint satisfaction algorithm using constraint
propagation and variable elimination is roughly
separated into two ways depending on whether
closed-loop exists or not. When no closed-loop is

found on the networks, all the constraints can be
satisfied with the constraint propagation method
alone, but when any closed-loop is found on the
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networks, the algorithm is separated into two
ways again depending on the user-defined node is
on the closed-loop or not.

First, when any user-defined node is found on
the closed-loop, after eliminating closed-loops by
separating the user-defined node, constraint prop
agation is used to complete the satisfaction proc
ess. Figure 2 (a) shows this case. In this case, after
eliminating the closed-loop by separating the user
-defined node "C", values of the nodes "A", "B"
and "E" are calculated by constraint propagation.

Second, when no user-defined node is found on
the closed-loops, after eliminating closed-loops
by variable elimination, the constraint propaga
tion method is used to complete the satisfaction
process. Values of the eliminated variables are
calculated after the constraint networks are back
tracked. Figure 2 (b) is showing this case. In this
case, after breaking the closed-loop by eliminat
ing the variable "B", values of the node "C" and
"E" are calculated by constraint propagation.
After variable elimination and constraint propa
gation processe by backtracking the network the
value of node "B" can be calculated.

2.2 Production system
The production system is a knowledge repre

sentation method that is composed of independent
rules represented as a series of "IF condition
- THEN process" (Rich & Knight, 1992). The
production system is mainly used to represent
empirical knowledge and has the following
merits. First, since the production system is in the
form of a common language, it is very easy to
understand and use it. Second, since there is no
relation between rules, fragmentary knowledge
can be represented easily and adding and elimina
tion of knowledge is facilitated. Third, since this
is a very simple representation method, concrete
knowledge about objects is not essential. Some
weak points are inevitable in using the produc
tion system. First, inference can be infinitely
repeated because rules have no relations. Second,
inference can be inefficient because all rules must
be considered though most of them don't have to
be and because rules can be redundant and
contradictary. Third, the results of inference have

no guarantee, because knowledge conflict can
accus. Thus, knowledge must be structuried and
hierarchical.

2.3 Simulated-annealing
When a design process is highly standardized

and concrete, constraints can be satisfied in a
consistent manner. But otherwise, constraints
must be satisfied by optimization considering
constraints. In this study, therefore, an optimiza
tion algorithm is introduced for the case when
problems are under-constrained and inequality
constrained.

Form numerous studies, various optimization
algorithms have been developed and improved,
but they sometimes fail to find optimal solutions.
This makes designers try various starting points,
search ranges, termination criteria etc. and select
among the optimization results. Consequently,
poor efficiency is a serious problem. To overcome
this problem, GAs (Genetic Algorithms) and SA
namely, "stochastic optimization algorithms"
have been invented and used successfully in cases
that are overly complex for other optimization
algorithms and that have too many local optimum
solutions (Laarhoven & Aarts, 1987; Man et al.,
1996; Yang et aI., 1999).

Both GA and SA have good search abilities,
but have some different properties too. According
to literature, GA can operate even though the
objective functions are very vague, and it can
search multi-points of multi-regions at one time,
but needs particular setting like encoding to apply
particular mathematical problems. On the other
hand, SA can get comparatively accurate solu
tions when the objective functions are clear, and
it is comparatively easy to apply mathematical
problems because SA needs no additional process
like encoding (Thornton, 1994). In this study,
becau:se our algorithm is for mathematical equa
tions and production rules, SA is selected for the
properties mentioned to apply under-constrained
problems.

SA is a variant of the hill climbing method,
which is an analogy to the physical phenomenon
of annealing. Annealing refers to the process of
metal at high temperature forming a specific
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molecular structure while slowly losing heat
-energy, During this time, atoms move actively

with high temperature before they form a specific

structure at low temperature. SA makes variables
search solution as atoms find a specific structure

from various ones. To pattern after annealing,
variables go under Metropolis' test following
cooling schedule, as a result, probabilistic guar

antee to arrive optimal solutions and to settle
there, is given (Laarhoven & Aarts, 1987; Man et
a!., 1996; Yang et a!., 1999).

Using SA, the following merits can be
obtained. First, since SA is a powerful and gen
eral algorithm, it can be applied to various fields

that need many things to consider such as VLSI
design and image processing. Second, SA finds
good solutions regardless of conditions and ini
tial points. Third, since SA is a general optimiza

tion method and needs nearly no extra data like
derivatives except objective functions, it is good
to apply real engineering design that must con
sider various and complex conditions. Fourth,
considering constraints is easy and intuitive in SA
compared to other algorithms like the penalty
method. On the other hend, the following can be

cited as the demerits: SA needs comparatively
long computing time and doesn't use declarative

representation.

3. The Hybrid Type Constraint
Satisfaction Method

3.1 The flow of the hybrid type constraint
satisfaction method

The algorithm presented in this paper is
designed to perform design processes through the
following steps, to strengthen the merits and

weaken the demerits by fusing the constraint
based inference algorithm, production rule infer
ence, and SA. To make various inference proces
ses be fused well and performed consistently, not
only inequality constraints and objective func

tions but also production rules are considered as
a sort of constraints, and involved in constraint
networks. As a result, in the process of constraint
satisfaction, if any constraint or variable does
change, other constraints, variables, objective

functions and production rules can immediately

catch the change. In this way, a base on which
various constraints can be considered simultane

ously is prepared. Steps of the algorithm are as

follows.

Step 0: Network-generation

Generate networks with received design con
straints, to prepare constraint satisfaction proces

ses.
Step J: Design specifications input
Input design specifications adequate for design

objectives
Step 2: Closed-loops elimination
Search closed-loops and eliminate it. The al

gorithm is separated into two ways again accord
ing as user-defined node is on the closed-loop.

Here the closed-loops considered are made of
equality constraints.

CD When user-defined node is on the closed
loop, eliminate closed-loops by separating user
defined node.

® When user-defined node is not on the
closed-loop, eliminate closed-loops by variable

elimination.
Step 3: Constraint propagation and production

rule inference
Perform production rule inference and con

straint propagation.
Step 4: Optimization
If unconstrained constraints exist, satisfy the

constraints by the SA method. In this study,
during optimization process by SA, not only

equality constraints and inequality constraints
but also production rules are considered as a sort
of constraints.

Step 5: Network backtracking
To satisfy constraints of the variables that are

temporarily excluded by variable elimination,

backtrack the transformed networks.
Step 6: Constraint satisfaction by constraint

propagation and production rule inference
To satisfy all the constraints including eliminat

ed variables, perform constraint propagation and
production rule inference.

The now chart of this algorithm including
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N

II Constraints
Satisfied?

Yes

II Constraints
Satisfied?

No----<
All Modules

Cheked?

Yes

Fig. 3 The flow chart of the hybrid constraint satisfaction algorithm

constraint satisfaction steps mentioned above is
given in Fig, 3. Design knowledge is managed as
constraint networks and separated into modules
according to design flows and relations between
knowledge. With the design specification put in,
the hybrid-constraint satisfaction process, based
on the constraint satisfaction steps, by variable
elimination, constraint propagation, production
rule inference and SA is performed. If any uncon
strained variable exists, the user is asked to
manipulate the situation. When all constraints are
satisfied In a module, the constraints are
propagated to other modules. Module after mod
ule, all constraints are satisfied.

roughly separated by the condition, whether pro
duction rules to consider exist or not. In the
following section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, the two cases are
explained with simple examples. Here, circular
nodes with solid lines are variables, square nodes
with solid lines are equality constraints, square
nodes with dotted lines are inequality constraints
and square nodes with black corners are produc
tion rules.

3.2.1 Constraint satisfaction without pro
duction rule inference

An example is prepared to explain this section.
Constraints are as below, and a network made
according to the constraints is shown in Fig. 4.:

3.2 Examples of constraint satisfaction
with the hybrid-type algorithm

To explain the algorithm, we show two cases
• Equality constraints

A+2BC+3D*D+4E-IO=O
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C{P ~
rA + 2BC + 30'0+ 4E o10~0 :

~ . , ...,~
Fig . 4 A simple example for constraint satisfac

tion algorithm-I

0+F-8=0
B-C+5=0
• Inequality constraints
C+F-7>0
• Objective function
Min . s. (A, B, C, 0, E) =3C4-28C3-168E

+8lA°B+ 16000
Based on the algorithm, closed-loops are

eliminated first. The network made of the exam
ple has closed-loops, and the user-defined nodes
"A" and "0" are not on the closed-loops; there
fore the loop is eliminated by the variable elimi
nation method. The closed-loop made of equality
constraints is removed by eliminating variable
"B" using the constraint uB- C+ 5= 0". After the
elimination of the closed -loops, the constraints
and objective function are transformed by
propagating the user-defined variables "A" and
"0" as below:

• Equality constraints
2C(C -5) +4E-3=0

• Inequality constraints
C >O
• Objective function
Min. gz(C , E) =3C4-28C3+324C-168E-20

The example of this section can be simplified
by successive elimination of variable "E", with
the constraints "2C (C- 5) +4E- 3=0" as below:

• Inequality constraints
C >O
• Object ive function
Min. g3(C) =3C4-28C3+84C z-96C-146

Constraints which can 't be satisfied by a chain

IF A > 10 TI<EN 0 -0

n'IF 10 .... <0TI<EN0 ' 1
IF A <°THEN0 • 2

y L. '"' I~ ~ ~ I
I LH~ j ~r-2ec - 30'0+ 4e· l o - 0~D - F '8' .oH :J

(£) ~)--{::!.:~:~~j---J
y aoc-s.o,

Fig. 5 A simple example for constraint satisfac
tion algorithm-Z

of processes can be satisfied by optimization with
the SA method. The value of "C" can be obtained
as "C='4" after using the SA method.

Finally, the values of "B" and "E" that are
hidden by the variable elimination method can be
obtained after backtracking of the transformed
networks . The results of all the satisfied con
straints are as below:

B=O, C=4, E=0.5, F=7

3.2.2 Constraint satisfaction involving pro
duction rule inference

"T wo examples are prepared to expla in this
section. Figure 5, shown below, is the first simple
example that has production rules . Since the
network made of this example has a rule that has
a fixed condition - the node "A" is a user
defined node - production rule inference can be
performed as the first step. When the value of
node "0" is obtained by production rule infer
ence, the constraint satisfaction processes to be
performed next are the same as the example in the
previous section .

The second example of this section is shown
below and the network made of the example is
shown in Fig. 6. Since the network made of this
example has a rule that has a non-fixed condition
-r-e- the node "A" is not a user-defined node
production rule inference can't be performed
completely before optimization. Therefore, pro
duction rule inference must be performed side by
side with the optimization process of SA later.

• Equality constraints
A+2BC+3000 +4E-(0=0
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Fig. 6 A simple example for constraint satisfac
tion algorithm-3

D+F-8=O

B-C+5=O

• Inequality constraints

C+F-7>O

• Production rules

IF A=IO THEN D=I

IF A=5 THEN D=O

IF A=4 THEN D= I

OTHERWISE D=-I

• Objective function
Min. g(A, B, C, D, E) =3Cl--28C3-168D*E

+324B+ 1600D

As shown in Fig. 6, since the value of the only

user-defined node "D~ is not on the closed-loop

which is made of equality constraints, the first

step of the constraint satisfaction method is to

remove the closed-loop by the variable elimina

tion method. As a next step constraint propaga

tion is performed. The result of variable elimina

tion and constraint propagation is as shown

below:

• Ineq uality constrai nts

C>O

• Prod uction rules

IF A=1O THEN D=I

IF A=5 THEN D=O

IF A=4 THEN D=I

OTHERWISE D=-I

• Objective function
Min. gj (A, C) =3C4-28C3+84C2+42A-314

For the constraints to be satisfied last, the SA

method that goes side by side with the production

rule inference is performed. The result of SA and

production rule inference is "A=4~ and "C=4~.

Finally, the transformed network is backtracked

and the values of the variables are obtained as

follows:

A=4, B=-I, C=4, E==11/4, F=7

4. Implementation and Application of
the Algorithm

To verify the proposed algorithm, we imple

ment an intelligent CAD system to design

machine tools, in which the algorithm is used. In

addition, the intelligent CAD system is applied to

design a machining center. The implementation is

performed on an IBM PC with Visual c++.

4.1 Implementation of an Intelligent-CAD
system for machine tool design

To design machine tools is a highly intensive

task, in which specialized and long-term design

experience is essentially involved. In the design

processes of machine tools, complex processes

such as mechanical analysis, choice of standard

ized and non-standardized components, applica

tion of various sort of knowledge etc. are inevi

tably involved. Accordingly, if such complex and

repeated tasks can be replaced by intelligent CAD

systems, more efficient designs and shorter prod

uct development cycles can be obtained (Moriwa

ki et al., 1991; Moriwaki & Nunobiki, 1992).

Thus, in this study, an intelligent CA D system

to design machine tools, more precisely machin

ing centers (a type of machine tool), is im

plemented. The intelligent CAD system actually

completes the machining center design through

some successive processes as follows: First, taking

the design knowledge such as production rules,

equations and tables into consideration, the type

of the machine tool is selected. After type selec

tion, the geometric design process is performed

from o~erall design to detailed design. At last,

after analyses of the design results, redesign

processes are performed.

The intelligent CAD system we have im

plemented has an inference engine that uses the

proposed algorithm to conduct the complex

design tasks. Figure 7 shows the diagram of the
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inference engine for the intelligent CAD system.

4.2 Structure-configuration design for ma
chining center

The first step to design machining centers is to

decide the type. To decide the type of machining

center, according to the objects to be manufactur

ed, a vertical type or a horizontal type is selected

at first, and outlines of the structure are deter

mined next. Then, a more detailed type is deter

mined according to various special qualities of

Hybrid Inference Engine

Design
Knowledg e t~~--~

~.-._---

-J L-
Fig. 7 Structure of the inference engine

the types. As an example, part of the whole design

knowledge to design the structure of machining

centers is shown as in Fig. 8. Based on the

knowledge, we decide types and compute dimen

sions of the table and the stroke. Here, the design

knowledge data is composed of some keywords

and some pieces of the design knowledge.

The constraint network, shown in Fig. 9 is

made up of the design knowledge of Fig. 8. The

intelligent CAD system waits for the design speci

fication input after constructing networks as

shown in the figure.

As the design specification of this example, the

OBll!CT,
T:7Pe&T&bl.e&Stake~

CONSTRAINT'
n ... Tab1eGrade;
Tw- T",re.1io • T1;.
XStrakll .. Tw- 4J;
YSttcb- Tl-4J;
Z.,ok.... yStroJc:e • SIrRatiD".

RULE;
IF "',- hcrixO<lla1 AND TobIeOnd,- 400 mEN Th-lOO,
ELSE IF '!'PO.hcris~ AND Tehl.and, -jOO TIlEN ra- 12j;
ELSE IF '!'PO - ho<"~ AND TehloOr,de - 600mEN Th - 11Il,
ELSE IF '!'PO' hcris_ AND TehleOt -700 mEN Th- 11l;
ELSE IF IJPt- tlcril_ AND TehleOt ·gOO mEN Th- ,00;
ELSE IF IJPt- "";oel AND T .bloO",de - 460 mEN Th - 45;
USE IF IJPt- oel AND T.b100rede - 480 THENTh - jO;
ELSE IF IJPt - oel AND T.b1,O",d, -jOO TIlEN Th- jO,
ELSE IF IJPt- oel AND T,hleOt,do-jJO TIlEN Th- 55;
ELSE IF IJPt- 011 AND Tehlo<h-ede - j40 TIlEN Th - 55;
OTHERWISE ERROR;
IF type" horUod41THEN TWrliio-1;
IFtype" hori::codal TEHNStrRa'io" 1.':
ELSEIFt:n-.. nrtice1 TEHNStrRe,tio" 1.1~

OTHERWISE ERROR;
OBll!CTlVE;

MIN n-rv-rs-o.

Fig. 8 part of the knowledge for machining center
design

. IF type=vertical

TwR' ( NO TO" :"" J THEN Th = ,.

__l _ -. ~F type = horizontal - - - -
IfF type = horizontal l ( ty •• THEN StrRatio = 1.5
[ HEN TwR =1.A1l V_~ ELSE IF type =vertical

Tl:!g~ _S,!Ratip_=.J..!

Fig. 9 Network of the knowledge for machining center design
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Table 1 Results of machining center design

Variable Value

table grade: TG 500
table length: Tl 500 ::;~ . ~~

table width: Tw 1250
table height: Th 50
table width ratio: TwR 2.5
Stroke: XStroke 1210

YStroke 460
ZStroke 506

type: type vertical

Fig. 10 Windown of inference engine

table grade "TG" is 500 and the table width ratio
"TwR" is 2.5. By the algorithm proposed above,
all constraints are satisfied and the values of all
the design attributes are calculated. The design
results of constraint satisfaction are shown in
Table I:

With the constraints and specifications
mentioned above, the intelligent CAD system
represents the design results when all the con
straints are satisfied, are shown in Fig. 10.

In addition to the processes mentioned above,
many other processes are performed in order to
finish the whole machining center design. To
show the designed machine tools graphically, they
are represented by a 3-dimensional model. Figure
11 is the window showing the designed machine
tool. The modeled machine tool in this section is
a line-type vertical machining center. The cylin
der attached to the backside of the machining
center represents a motor and the two cylinders
attached to the lateral side of the machining
center represents a ATC and a Magazine.

Fig. 11 Soild modeling window of line-type
machining center

5. Conclusions

To support mechanical design tasks, in which
many complex and repetitive processes exist,
studies on intelligent CAD systems have been
performed. In this study, constraint networks
were used so that intelligent CAD systems were
able to support design efficiently. Though the
constraint networks are very effective and efficient
as a representation method, efficient constraint
satisfaction methods have not been invented yet
for several cases as basted below:

• When inequality constraints are found on
the networks;

• When the number of the constraints is not
enough to be satisfied;

• When non-equation constraints as produc
tion rules exist.

This study one of the aims of is to develop an
algorithm for the cases mentioned above. To
begin with, we have regarded equality or inequal
ity equations and production rules as a class of
constraints. The networks, containing various
constraints, are used in the new constraint satis
faction processes that we have proposed. In this
algorithm, constraints are satisfied through a
series of consistent steps composed of constraint
propagation, variable elimination, production
rule inference, and optimization.

Additionally, to show the effectiveness of the
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algorithm that IS proposed here, we have im
plemented an intelligent CAD system for machine

tool design using the algorithm. As a real design

object, a machining center has been selected.

Partrculorly in this study, the basic structure

design process has been presented and designed.

In order to design complex mechanical prod

ucts involving machine tools, in addition to the

design knowledge types that are used in this

study, other types of knowledge are needed (for

example, the multi-variable that is a set of several

rules to be satisfied at the same time). As a further

study, a more powerful inference algorithm that

uses a wider range of types of knowledge will be

developed.
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